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ON PAIRS OF LOCALLY FLAT 2-SPHERES IN SIMPLY
CONNECTED 4-MANIFOLDS

NIKOLAOS ASKITAS

ABSTRA(,'T. We prove a necessary and sufficient. condition for t.he representa
Lion of a pair of mutually ort.hogonal primitive clnsses by disjoint locnlly fint.
sphert:!S with llice complemcllt. Wc show the necessity of thc condition fol
lowing V. Roclllin (lRJ) and the sufficiency following thc basic outlinc nnd ex
tending ideas of Hambleton-Kreck and Lec-Wilczyllski ([H-K], [L-WI], [L-W2].
The conditioll is an incquality wh ich depends Oll homological data.

1. INTRODUCTION

\-Ve study the problem 'of representing a pair 0'1,0'2 E H2 (X4 ) of 2-homology
cln..sses in a simply connected 4-manifold X 4 by disjoint topological locally Hat
spheres. \Vhen Q'i i = 1,2 are disjointly representable by (smooth or locally flat)
spheres we draw immediately two concillsiollS: 0'1 ±a2 are represelltable by (smooth
or locally flat) spheres and 0'1 . 0'2 = O. So we define:

Definition 1.1. /f O'i i = 1,2 are such that: 0'1, 0'2, 0'1 ± 0'2 ure (smoothly 01'

topologically) representable by spheres and Q'l . 0'2 = 0, then we say that they satisfy
the obvious (smooth or topologieal) conditions.

Assmne that 0'1,0'2 E H2 (X 4
) are linearly independent nnd tImt they cannot

be completed into an integral bflSis becallse in this case our problem collapses
to a triviality. Associated to such a pair there is an integer d ;::: 2 which can
be interpretecl flS the order of the torsion of H2 (X 4 )/ -< 0'1,0'2 >-, and a pair
U = (Ul' U2) of units (mod d) such that 1l1U2 == Imod d which nIe defined as
folIows. Since euch O'i is primitive there exist duals Q'~ (i.e. O'i' Q'~ = 1). Then
'Ul == O:'~ • 0'2 lllod d find similarly for 'U2. Our main theorem then is:

Theorem 1.2. Suppose 71"1(X4) = 1. Let O'i E H2(X 4 ) i=1,2 be two primitive
cla..'tses which satisjiJ the obmou.'> topological conditions. Thcn the following is a
necessary and sufficient condition for disjointly representing titern by a sirnply
embedded pair of locally fiat sphcres:

b2(X 4
);::: max la(X 4

) - d22 (l(d ~ l)ar + I(d - I))a~)1 + 2
1:s[$d-1

where I = (0'1 . O'~)l mod d and 1 :s I :S d - 1.
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The organization of this paper is then as follows. In Seetion 1.2 we prove that
the obvious conditions suftice stably to produee a pair of disjoint spheres which is
simple (ie the fundamental group of the eomplement is abelian). In Seetion 1.3
we find fl further obstruetion. This obstruction assumes the form of the inequality
in theorem 1.2 nbove. Its proof involves looking at a certain branched cover l aud
computing variolls homologienl data as in [R]. In Section 1.4 we formnlize the
relationship between simple embeddings of spheres and cydic group actions. In
Section 1.5 we study the ZG-module strueture of the second homology group of a
mflnifold which supports a cyelic (G) grOllp action with fixed point set two disjoint
topological spheres. In Seetion 1.6 we disellss thc topologieal realization of such
modules. In Section 1.7 we show how to split hyperbolic summands from such
modules and in Section 1.8 we put togethcr the proof of the main theorem. I would
like to thank my thesis advisor Allan Edmonds for his support, Darek \VilezyTIski
for a usefull exchange of email messages regarding splittings of modules and lall
Hambleton for his generolls help in lmdorstanding part of his work which relates to
this paper and in resolving variolls issues that arose in relation to it.

2. STABLE EMBEDDINGS

In this sectiOll we prove that the (smooth or topological) obvious conditions suf
fice stably to produce (smooth or topological) embeddings of spheres. Furthermore
the resulting embeddings ean be made simple. Before we state thc stable thl'Orem
we list below a number of facts necded in its proof. This will allow for a more
efficient right-up of thc proof.

FACT 1 Norman's Trick: Let A bc an embcdded sphere in some 4-m<tnifolel ,
B any surface and S a sphere embedded with trivial normal bundle such tlmt SnB is
a singleton and SnA=0. Then by the Nonnnn trick A#S can be taken in such a way
tImt (A#S) nB llfl.s one less elenlCut than AnB. Using parallel copies of S (as many as
the llumber n of points in AnB) find iterating the process we can take A#nS disjoint
from B. If AnB={xt : i = 1, ... , k}U{xi : i = 1, ... ,l} and BnS={x-} then A#k+IS
ean be tuken c1isjoint from B anel on homology we have [A#k+l=nS] = [Al+(k-l )[8] .
So, if A·B=O thcn k=l and hence [A#nS]=[A].

FACT 2 : ( [\\'2]) Let (X,..\) be an integrallattiee with a unimodular qundratic
form..\. Then given tImt the sigllature a(..\) and the rank r(X) satisfy la(..\)1 :s;
r(X) - 4 the orthogonal group of ..\ operates transitivelyon primit.ive elements of
a given square.

FACT 3: ( [V-/3]) If lv!'t is indefinite thon every automorphisIll of the quaclratic
form of /1.14 #52 x S2 is induced by an autodiffeomorphism of 1v14 #S2 x S2.

FACT 4: Up to stabilization the hypothesis of both facts 2 anel 3 ean be
satisfied.

FACT 5: Every primitive ordinary element of H2(1v1 4 #S2 x 8 2) (as in fact 3)
above is smoothly S2-rcpresentable.

FACT 6: The effect of surgering a 4-manifold along a nullhomotopic drele is
ensily seen to be that of taking eonnected sum with a copy of S2 x S2 if the framing

1 P. Gilmer in his thesis [G] praves, in the CUBC d is a prime power, a similm ineqllldity, os 1\

necessary condition, using different mcthods. Thc inequalitics are equivalent where they overlap
but his is more general in that it makes no simple embedding assumptian. It is more rcstrictive
in that it needs cl ta be a prime power.
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is chosen properly. We have:

H2 (X 4 #82
X 8 2

) = H2 (X 4
) 61 H 2 (82

X 8 2
)

We say timt a homology elass Cl1 E H2(X4 ) is stably 8 2_ representable if there
is an embedding f : 8 2

-+ X 4#s82
X 8 2 for some s such that: H 2(f)(82 ) =

0'1 61 0 E H2 (X 4
) 61.., H2 (S2 X 8 2). Now here is abrief description of how surgery

on a cirele has the effect mentioned above. Let T be a tubular neighborhood of
a cirele embedded in X 4 . \Ve delete it and we see that: 8(X 4 - T) = 3 1 X 8 2 .

\Ve then gluc back in D 2 x S2. Pick a D 2 x q C D 2 X !P cap it off with n disk
in the interior of X 4

- T and then look at thc wedge of two spheres: The latter
one (call the homology e1nss it represents (1) and 80me p X 3 2 C D2 X 3 2 (cnll it.s
hOll1ology e1ass (2)' Take an open regular neighborhood of the wedge. Its elosure
has bounclary a thrce sphcre alld the tubuhH neighborhood is actllally a punctured
8 2 x 8 2 . Now let's assumc thnt we have an embedded surface F which represents a
given homolog)' elNiS, say r E H2(X 4 ). \Vhen doing surgery on a cirele disjoint from
F the latter represents in general 80me homology e1ass r618 E H 2 (X 4 #S2 x 8 2 ) =
H2 (X 4

) 61 H 2 (82 X 8 2 ). \Ve would like to see what the extra summand iso Thc
surface F might only possibly have fL nOll-zero algebraic intersection number with
the sphere representing (1. Thell suppose that [Fl = r 61 (k(l + l(2)' \Ve have:
[F]· (1 = r' (1 + (k(l + l(2) . (I = land 0 = [Fl· (2 = r .(2 + (k(l + l(2) . (2 = k. So
we have [F] = r EI) ([F] . (I) (2. Now the possible intersectioll ([F] . (1) depends on
thc choice of the capping-off disk in the interior of X tl - T mentioned above. If it
is chosen so as to have zcro algcbraic interscction number with F then F represents
r EB 0 E H2(X 4#8Z

X 8 2
) = Hz(X") EI) H2 (82 x 8 2

). Notice tlmt the latter can
always be achieved by spinning ([F-K]) if the surgery circle is a push-off of a cirele
on F. Also if the surgery cirelc is a Whitlley cirele consisting of two ares on two
surfaces thell both surfaces still represent the same homology e1ass in the above
sense.

FACT 7: Let A = UiAi c........; X4 be disjoint embeddings of surfaces. The COIll

mutator subgroup of 71"1 (X4
- A) call be stably surgered in such Cl way that the

embedded surfaces still represent the same homology elasses in the sense of Fact 6
above. Wo necd only show that given any nullhomologous cirele 8 c........; X 4 - A one
can find a disk D c........; X 4 with 8D = 8 such that [D) . (Ai] = 0 for all i. The latter
will ensllre tImt the sphcres still represent the "same" homology claBses. Here is
how we find D:
Let D c........; X 4 be some disk wit.h 8D = 8, Sinec S is nulihoIllologous in X" - A
the algebraic intersection number of D with each of Ai is well defined because 8
ahm bounds a surface embeddccl in X 4 - A henec the union of this surface anel thc
disk produce an immersed elosecl surface in X 4 . Let Q' be the homology classes this
surface represents. Let - A be an inunersecl sphcre representing -0'. Trade D for
D' = D#(-A). Observe now that [D']. [Ai] = O. Modify the immersed D' iuto an
embedded D" which maintains the property above using finger moves. This shows
as in Fact 6 that after doing surgery on S none of the [AirS pick up any extra
summands.

Theorem 2.1. Let X 4 be a l-connected, closed, compact, (smootJl, or topological)
4-maniJold. 8uppose 0:1,0'2 E H 2 (X 4 ) are primitive and they satisJy: O'l,Cl2,Cll ±Cl2

are smoothly (topologically) stably 8 2 -representable und Cl1 . (Y2 = O. Then 0'1, 0'2
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are stably (smoothly or topologically) disjointly 52 -representable. Furthermore the
fundamental group 01 the complement oj the embeddings can be made abelian.

CASE I: 0'1 + 0'2 is ebaraeteristie.
Let AI, A2 -t X 4 be smoothly embedded 2-spheres representing 0'1,0'2 respeetively.
Sillee 0'1 . 0'2 = 0 we have: Al n Az = {xr : i = 1, ... , k} where xr is ± - signed.
Then we ean find pairwise disjoint ares bi on A 2 from xi to xt. \Ve then replace
two small disks on AI around xi und xt for aB i by the linking annuli of thc arcs
bi , thus obtaining a surface A'l of genus k which is disjoint from A 2 and such that
[A'll = [Ad = 0'1· Then [A'l #Az] = 0'1 + 0'2 is charneteristic and 5 2-representable
allel so by theorem 1 of [Ke-r..'I]: 0,2 == a(X4 ) + 8I(5(X4 ) (mod 2) and tllercfore
by theorem 2 cf [F-K] we ean stably surger A'#A 2 to a sphere. We ean obviously
choose thc surgery curves on (A'l #A2 ) ~ pt. So we have A'I surgerecl to A~ a 2
sphere such that [A;] = 0'1 and A;' n A2 =0. \Ve ensure [A;] = (1:1 by choosing the
cup-off disk (cf. Fact 6 above) appropriately. What makes such a choice possible
is that 0'2 is primitive.

CASE 11: 0'1 + 0'2 is ordinary.
subcase II(a): X 4 is even. (Lc. for all x E H2 (X 4 ) x·x E 22).
Let 0'1 + 0'2 = q'Y, where qE Z <lud 'Y E H 2(X 4

) is primitive. Since (1:1 + 0'2 is
ordinary and X 4 is even it follows timt q is odd anel 'Y is ordinary. In some xt by
FACTS 1 and 2 wc can think of 'Y aß pu+v for some pair u,v E H2(MZ) of hyperbolic
elements. (Le. u2 = v 2 = 0 and u·v = 1). Since u is primitive (u . v = 1) and ordi
nary (u·v = 1 #- v2 = 0 mod 2) by FACT 3 it is S2-representable in xt. Let U-t xt
be a an embedded sphere rcpresenting it. Let Al, A2 ~ xt be embedded 2-spheres
rcpresenting 0'1 and 0'2 respectively. We have u· (al + 0'2) = q odd and 11.2 = O.
8ince 01 . 0'2=0 just as in CASE I, AI n A2 = {xr : i = I, ... ,l}. Let Gi (rcsp.bi )

be pairwise disjoint smooth curves on Al (resp. Az) with end-points xr Let
Ci = ai n bi denotc the loops thus formed (\Vhitney circles). Doing framed surgcry
along curves nearby every Ci has tbe effect of taking eonnected sums with I-many
eopies of 52 x 52. (sillCe 'n"J (X 4 ) = {I}, find also providcs disks Di such that
D i n (A L U A 2 ) = Ci (Whitney cl isks). For cach of these l-lllany pairs x; of in
tersections there are two obstructions to applying the \Vhitney trick in order to
eliminate them. One is the obstruction ei to extending thc obvious normal vec
torfield on Ci to D i and the other is the aigebraic iutersection numbcr of D i with
Alu A2 • If ei is cven we ean pass to: (xt, D i )#(52 x 8 2, S) wbere S~ 52 x S2
is a sphere: [8]=( -et/2, 1) E H2 (52 X 52) and get Di = Di#S with ei = 0 and
Di n (A I U A 2 ) = 0. Now we ean do the Whitney trick. In ease some ~ is odd
we can change tbe original disk so timt the framing becomes even and there are no
intersections of the new disk with Al U A 2 ns follows: Let D~ = Di#U. Then e~ =

(
' , ,Al ,A:l

ei because U· U = 0) and di = d i + U . (al +0'2) = d. ObviollSly di = d i + d i .

Since d~ is odd we can assllme w.l.o.g. that i: t
is even and rf;:l is odd. Spin

"Al ,A:l
Di arollncl Ci, Id i I-many times Oll ai and Id i I-many times on bi so tImt we

" . " , ,Al ,A:l "At "A:l
get: Di w1tb ei = ei ± d i ± d i evell and d i = 0 allel d i = O. \Ve have
now achieved that e~' is cven but wc did that at the expense of introducing in
tcrsections of n:' with possibly both Al and A 2 . Now stabilize once morc into

(Xt+l' n:')#(S2 x 5 2,52
X *) to change D:' to D:" = n:' #52 x * with e:" = e:'
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and d:" = ((. Then [* X 8 2
]2 = 0 and * X 8 2 n D:" = {pt}. So using the Norman

trick as in observation 1 we eliminate int(D~")n (Al n A2 ), by replacing At, A2 by
A l # ± (* X 82

) emd A2# ± (* X 8 2
), respectively where obviously [Ad = [A~l ami

[A 2] = [A~]. This complctcs subcnse II(a).

subcase II(b): X 4 is odd. (i.e. 3x E H 2 (X 4 ) : x 2 rf; 2Z)
Since ax4 = 0, its intersection form is unimodular. Since X 4 is odd, by sta
bilizing, it also becomes odd and indefinite. Hence it decomposes as a direct
sum:..\ = EBp ( 1) EBq (-1). (See [Ki] pg. 25 Theorem 3.2 for a proof). So thcrc

n

exists a basis /l''''lln of H2 (X'1) such that:'i' Tj = ±8ij . Let 0'1 + 0'2 = L 1niri·

i=l
Since 0'1 + 0'2 is ordinary andX4 is odd mi is even for some i. Now /i is primitive
(,2 = 1) and ordinary /i . 'j=O=/= ,1 = ±lmod 2 j =1= i). So ri is 8 2-representable
by Fact 3. Let Ci --j. xt be a smoothly embedded sphere representing ri. Let

A 11 A 2, ai,bilCil Dil~,di = d: 1 + d:'J be as in subcase II(a). \Vhen ei is even we
proceed as before. Suppose for D, ,... ,Dm 1 Cl, ... ,ern are aB ocld. Let Cl ,,,,,Ct be
parallel copies of Ci any two of which intersect at a point which is common only
to those two. Replace Dj by Dj#C! j=l ,,,.,m; where e'j = ej ± 1 is now eVCll
ancl d' j = dj + 17li = mi is even. Spin appropriately llS before to get D" j with eil j

"Al IIA'J "
even and d j = °= d j j=l,,,,,m. Now the disks D j intersect painvise at a
point. Use finger llloves to climinate these points. (Each such point gives a pair of
intersection points of some of the disks with Al or A2-we can choose-of opposite

IIAI "A:<!
sign. Butd j emd d j do not change. Now use the Norman trick as before, This
completes the proof of subcase II(b). That the spheres we get still represent the
same homology classes is eftSy to see and we need only appeal to FACT 6. D

3. AN OßSTRUCTION

Let X 4 be a l-connected, compact, orientable 4-manifold without boundary.
Let O'i E H 2(X 4 ) i=1 ,2 be two linearly independent homology classes which are
primitive. Suppose there exist topological embcddings Ai <........j. X 4 i=1,2 of disjoint
spheres such that [Ai] = O'i. Let Vi <........j. x 4 bc their tubular neighborhoods and
V = UiVi. Let ei i=l,,,,,n be a basis of H2 (X 4

). Also let O'h j=l ,,,.,n- 1 be a basis

of {O'i}.l C H2 (X 4 ) i=1 ,2. Then we have:

Proposition 3.1. The group H 1(X4 - v) is cyclic 01 order d given in the lollowing
three alternative ways:

d = gcd (o:fj . 0:2) = gcd (O't . 0'1) =
jE{l, ... ,n-l} jE{l, ... ,n-l}

3.2.

Purthermore thc intege1's 0"1 . 0'2 and 0'1 . O'~ are welt defined modulo d and J when
d 2: 2J (0"1 . 0'2)(0'1 . O'~) == 1 mod d.
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Proof: The proof easily follows by looking nt thc exact sequences below. "Ve
only should point out that the generators of H 1(X 4 - v) = Zd are the fiber cireles
of the tubular neighborhoods of the spheres.

3.3. H2{X 4 - v)- H2{X 4 - vd - H2 (X 4 - V1,X 4 - v) - H 1(X 4 - v)

3.4. H2{X 4 - v) - H2{X 4 - V2) - H2 (X 4 - V2, X 4 - v) - H} (X 4 - v)

3.5. H 2 (X 4 - V)_l- ........ H 2 {X4 ) 

3.6. H 2 (v) _.----. H 2 (X 4 ) - H 2 {X 4 , v)

\Vhere one can ea.<;ily see by excision, homotopy, Alexander duality anel dual
universal coefficient theorem that H2{X4

- VI, X 4 - v) = Homz{H2 {A 2 ) ~ Z) = Z
and H2 (X

4
- V2,X

4
- v) = Homz(H2 (A t ) -t Z) = Z and H2 (X\X 4 - v) =

H01nz(H2 (Ad EI1 H 2 (A2 ) -- Z) = Z EI1 Z. 0
Now assume timt 11"1 (X 4 - v) is abeliall. Corresponding to the isomorphism

11"1 (X 4 - v) -t Zd that sends the generator given by the fiber cirele of VI to 1 E Zd,
(hence the one given by the fiber cirele of V2 to CY~ • CY1 E Zd), there is a d-fold
cover of X 4 - v which can then be extended in the usual linear manner to a d
fold branchcd cover (Nf 4 , 11") of X 4 branched along v such that, 11"1 (.1\10 = M 4 

1I"-I(V)) = 0 (1l10 is the universal cover of X 4 - v) and hence by Van-Kampen
1r1 (1\;/4) = O. Since both fiber cireles are generators implies tImt the bounda.ry Lens
spaces are covered by two Lens spaces. \Ve can eusily cOlupute H 2 (X 4 - v) = Zb~-2,

H 3 (X 4 - v) = H I (X 4 - v,8v) = Z, H 3 (lvfo) = Z. Using the obvious equation of
Euler characteristics: X(Mo) = dX(X 4 - v) = d(~ - 2) we can then easHy cOlnpute
H2 (lvfo) = ZdCIr:l-2) 1 so that H2 (A1) = ZdCb~-2)+2. Letting w = c1;P Olle thCll looks
at Er the wr-eigenspace üf 9* a.s it acts on H2(!'1'!4) 1&1 C 0 :S r ::; d - 1 where g
is the generator of thc Zd-aetion on lv!'!. Olle easHy checks then that the splitting
H2(1l1 4

) 0 C = Eo EEl EI E9 ... E9 Ed-1 is orthogonal. Hence one then gets:

d-1

cr(1l14
, f/) = 2: wTscr(Er ), cr(Eo) = cr(X4

)

p=o
Then one sülves:

1 d-I

cr(Er) = cr(X4 ) + cl 2:(w-r~ -1)cr{M4,g~)

~=l

By the G-signature theorem

2 2
(1114 e) 0'1 2(1r8) 0'2 2(U211"S)a I 9 =-csc - +-csc --, d d d d

where u2 =::: O'~ . 0'1 mod d is a unit and o·~ . 0'2 = 1. It then follows tImt (see p.
332 üf [K]):

O"(Er ) = 10"(X4)- :2 (j(d - j)ar + ](d - ]))a~)1

where] = (a1·a~)j mod d alld 1 ~ J :S li-I. One also computes timt rankzEo = b2
and rartkz Ei = b2 - 2 für i = 1. ..cl - 1.
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Proposition 3.7. The following is a necessary condition JOT the representation 01
two linea1'ly independent) primitive homology classes by a simple paiT 0/ topological
spheres:

where J == (0'1 . O'~)j moc! d) and 1 ~ J ::; d - 1

Proof: Condition 3.8 simply states timt la(Er )[ ::; rankz(Er ) 0
The proposition below is an easy eorollary of Freedman's work and it enn be

regarded as thc base case (d=1) to our main theorem. This is the easy case where
necessary and sufficient eonditions enn be found. The rest of the paper should be
thought of as a way to make Freedman's work apply in the more general setting
with arbitrary d.

Proposition 3.9. Let O'i E H2 (X 4 ) i = 1,2 satisly the obvious topological condi
tions. Then a necessary (md sufficie1d condition JOT theiT representation by a pair
of disjoint topological spheres with simply connected complement is the existence 0/

I 4 I

0',: E H2 (X ) i = 1,2 such that: O'i ·Oj = 8ij

Proof: The obvious eonditions suffiee to solve tlle problem stably. The existenee
I 1 I

of O:i E H 2 (X') i = 1,2 such that Q",: .O'j = 8ij iIuplies d=l. Now apply Frcedman's
disk theorem (see for instanee [F-Q] p. 85) with 7rl = o. 0

4. GROU? ACTlONS

In the previous seetiOIl we showcd tImt given a pair of simply embeddcd spheres
which represent primitive, linearly independent elements on homology one ean eon
strllet a cover branclled along the two sphercs whieh thcn supports a eyelie group
action whose fixed point set is the two spheres. \Ve wish here to formalize this
relationship. vVe show tImt our embedding problem can be translated ill tenns of
group actions. \\Te need some terminology before we stRte the proposition.

DeR nition 4.1. A dyad D = (X 4
1 {A 1, A2}) consists 01 a l-cormected) closed)

compact 4- manilold x 4 and disjointly embedded locaily flat spheres Ai <.......;. X 4

i=l,2 representing primitive homology classes Qi with 1Tl (X4 - Al U A2 ) abelian.

Rccall that nssociated to such a dyad there is an integer d given by 3.2 and a
pair U = (Ul' u2L whcre Ul == 0:1' . 0:21 U2 == (Yl . O'~ are multiplicative inverses mod
d. For this reason we will decorate a clyad by writing Dd,u. On the other hand
for a semifree, locally !ineRr, cyclic group action (Zd, 1\14 ) with NIG = 51 U 52 two
disjoint sphen~ reprcsenting non trivial primitive homology clnsses, (C, v(5d) ancl
(C, V(S2)) are related by a pair u = (Ul, U2) of multip!icative inverses mod d. (Le.
the choke of gcuerator for which (C, v(5d) is rotation by ~ turns (C, V(S2)) into
rotation by 21rdU

2 etc). \-\Te call this the pair oE HIlUS associa.ted to tl1e action.
We are now ready to stute:
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Proposition 4.2. There is a one to one correspondence between isomorphism classes
0/ dyads Dd,u and isomorphism classes 0/ semijree) locally linear) cyclic group ac
tions (Zd, .A14 ) with 71"1 (J\t[4) = 0) A1G a pair oj spheres representing non-trivial)
primitive homology classes mUh 71"1 (11-[4 - A1G ) = °and u as its associated pair oj
units.

Proof: Starting with n dyad Dd,u we already saw in the previous section how to
get the desired action. Going the other direetion if (Zd, M 4 ) is a cyclic group action
as in the statement of the theorem pass to the quotient to get the dyad. Notiee
that the fact that both classcs in H2 (X 4

) are primitive makes both fiber circles of
v(At} and v(A2 ) generators and that induces two G-fixed sphcres in M 4 . 0

5. TlII': Z[G]-MODULE STRUCTURE OF H2 (!V1 4 )

Let G = Zd = 7i"I (X 4
- v), notation as in Section 3. "Ve now wish to study the

ZG-module structures of H2 (Mo) and H2 (A1), where M 4 is ramificd cover of X 4

brancllcd along the core sphercs of v = VI U V2. ("Ve assume frOIll now on that
b2(X) 2: 3 because the' representation problem is trivial for lower ranks) G acts on
Atfo via deck transformations. We will show tImt stably H2(!V!0) 9:' -< 7n, 9 - 1 >-I
where g is a generator of G and III is some non zero integer (stably isomorphie here
simply means that for SOIlle integers k, l H 2(Mo) ffi ZCk ~-< m, 9 -1 >- ffiZCI ). \vc
will also show that H 2 (A14

) = Z EB Z EB F where F is a free ZG- module.
Lct C. = C. (!Vlo) be a G-cellular cllain complex. As in [\\Til] tlte ZG-modules

of 2 and 3-cycles fit into the exact sequenccs:

5.1. Cl-CO ---Z

5.2.

It is also easy to check tlmt thc following sequences are exact:

5.3.

5.4.

Z2-- H 2 (ldo) EB C 2 - coker(83 )

C.\- Z3 - H3 (!Vlo)

The sequence ( 5.4) splits. (Tltis is clue to thc fact that C4 is a free ZG-module
and projcctive modules over ZG are weakly injective (cf. [C-R] p. 778, 791). As in
[\ViI] we use thc "loop-suspeusion" notation to encode in abrief shorthand notation
the information contained in ( 5.1) alld ( 5.2). For a detailed cxplanation as weIl
as its origins see [\V1]. From ( 5.1) wc have Z2 = 0 3 Z nnd from ( 5.2) we have
cokcr(83 ) = 8 2 Z3' So ( 5.3) Cfl.ll 1l0W be writtell in the form:

5.5.

But by virtue of the llsual standard resolutions, n3 (Z) is represcnted by I thc
augmentation ideal of ZG and S2(H3 (A1o)) is represented by Z. So ( 5.5) now limits
the possibilities for the ZG-module H 2 (Mo). \Ve compute2:

2 Referellees for 0.11 thc standard material on homologieo.l o.lgebra, eohomology of graupe and
the like are (RotJ, [8J, [Ev), (H-S],
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Hence, by virtue of 5.5, therc are at most d-many possibilities for H2 (Mo) EB C2 .

By the computation above wc easily see that we only need to find representa
tives of Ext1c(Z, 1). The generator here is given by the standard resolution:
1- ZG • • Z. More precisely alt other resolutions are obtained by pick-
ing homomorphisms 1> : I --t I find then compIeting the diagram below:

1-'----. ZG ----.-.,.-. Z

~! !lz
I Z

Furthermore thc modules that fit in the middle of such resolutions are obtained fl.'>

push-outs of:
I' • ZG

~!
I

for some homomorphism cf> : I --t I. Hence they look like: I EB ZG lllodulo
(1)(x), x) x E I. In a conversntion with R. Swan he pointed out to me that a
complete set of these resolutions is given by the split one and thc ones obtaiIlcd by
setting 1> to be multiplication by mEZ - {O}. Let Am denote these modules. \Ve
will be simply writing A instend whcn there is no chance of confusion rcgarding m.
The modules can be written as the ideals of ZG generated by m anel g-l. These are
easily seen to depend only on ll1 mod d. All of these assertions are easy to check
aneI we leave the prüofs as an cxercise for the reader. vVe therefore have:

Proposition 5.6. The mudule H2(fvfo) is stably isomorphie to one of......:: Tn, y -1 >
m#O.

We now bcgin dcnUng with thc ZG-module structure of H2 (lvf4 ). vVe first prove:

Lemma 5.7. H2 (lvf4 ) ~ Z EB Z EB P J for some ZG-module P.

Proof Let 1r : lvf4
----+ X 4 bc the brancll map. Let 1T. be thc map it illduccs

on second homology. Notice that there is a transfer map tr on homology going
the opposite directiou such tbat. tbe composition tr 0 1r. is multiplicntion by thc
norm element N E ZG. There is a choice of dual 0'1', (Le. 0"1' 0"1 = 1), such
timt ßl = 0'1 - 0'1 2 . al' E......:: 0"1 >-.1 is primitive. Let ai E H2 (lvf 4 ) be such that
1T. (ai) = ai. Recall t hat fo r a J b E H2 ( /1.14

), a· (Nb) = (Na) .b = 1r. ( a) .1r. (b). More
gcnerally tr(O")· tr(ß) = eio· ß. Then a1' = tr(ol/) is a G-fixed dual to al (in fact
it CfUl bc represented by aG-invariant surface). Similarly if we let ß; E H2 (X 4 )

be a dual to ßl thcn b
/
1 = tr(ß~) is a G-fixcd dual to bl = a1 - aia~. There is a

Z-splitting H 2(M4) =......:: a'l >- EB ......:: al >-.1. Notice timt there is a Z-subspace B
of ......:: al >-.L such timt --< al >-.1=--< bl >- EBB. Let bi1 i = 2, '" s be a basis for
B. Substituting, for each i 2: 2, every bi by Ci = bi - (bi' b'l)b1 aud letting C be
the Z-span of tbe Ci'S we get a new Z-splitting H2 (/l.14

) =......:: a'l >- EB -< b1 >- EBC
such that C 1- b~, al. Now thc ZG-trivial sUffimands are generated by a'l and bl

whereas P = C. This is seen as folIows. Notice that a'l' b1 are both G-fixed. Also
--< GI >-.1 is G-invariant henee a'l splits. Furthermore the existence of tbe G-fixed
dual b~ easily implies that C is invariant as weIl. D
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\Ve now prepare the ground for showing that the summand P in the lemma
above is projective. For that we only need to show thnt it is cohomologically trivial
(sec for example [B], eh. VI, S. 8).

It is easy to verify that Hi(Zdl Am) is n cydic group of order gcd(m, d) for aH
i. 1'0 see this one first proves Hi(Zd' A) = Hi+l(Zd' A) for aB i, by looking at the
long exact cohomology sequence obtained by hitting the defining resolution of Am
with tbc funetor H'"(Zdl-)' Then one simply computes odd or even cohornology.

1'0 cOlupute the cven cohomology of Am just observe N -< m , 9 -1 >--= mN anel
-< m , 9 -1 ~G= (1n/gcd(1n,d)) -< N >--.

Let p be a divisor of d and h a generator for Zpo Then any ZG-module L ean
be thought of as a ZZp-module. This reduction module is usually denoted by L z1J •

We simply write Lpo It is easy to sec that:

-< ffi, 9 - 1 >--p=-< Jn , h - 1 >- EB(d-p)jpZ[Zp]

In our particular ease (ZG with G abelilm) we have

Hi(Zdl L) = EBpldHi(Zpn, L)

the summation taken over aH primes pld with pn the maximum power of p dividing
d. So now let p be uny such prime.

Hitting 1- A =-< m,g ~ 1 ~---- Z with H'"(Zp"'-)' H'"(Zp,-) results in:

rcd(m,p")

Zgcd (m,p") = H 2 (Zp"1 Ar,,)- Zp" • Zp" - H1(Zp'" AJ!") = Zgcd (m,p")
Tes} ! !TeS2 !reS3 !rCS4

Zgcd(m,p)=H2 (Zp,A p)-Zp a I Zp --HI(Zp,Ap)=Zgcd(m,p)

\Vhere res2, res3 are projections and the lower middle horizontal map a is zero
or an isomorphism elepending on whether p clivicles m or not. Furthermore if pn l1n
then reSt, reS4 are project.ions whereas if plm but gcd (1n, d) < pn then reSI = 0
anel reS4 is a projection. \Ve gather these observations into the following:

Lemma 5.8. The cohomology 91'OUP Hi(Zdl A) is cyclic of order gcd (rn, d), fOT
i ~ 1. MoreoverJ for any prime p with n its maximum power dividing dJ ij pi 171. but
ged(m,pn) < pn J then thc map Hi(Zp",Ap") ---+ Hi(ZpJAp) given by 1'estriction of
coefficientsJ is zero or surjective according as i is odd OT even.

i 4 i 4H (Zd, H2 (lvf ) = EBpldH (Zp"l H2 (AI )

where the direet sum is taken ovcr all primes p such that pn is the maximum
power dividing cl, it suffices to COInpute aH such Hi(Zp'" H2 (A1 4 ). \\Te hit the short
exact sequenee

H2 (M 4 - v) - H2(M4) -- H2 (lv['l , A1't - v)

with H'" (Zp'" - ), H* (Zp, - ). This, taking into aecount that &lmoncls 1 results in
[&l], imply Hi (Zp, H2 (lvl1 )) = H i(Zp, Z EB Z) 1 results in the following commutative
diagram with exact rows and vertieal maps given by restriction:
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A elose inspection of this diagram easily yields:

Proposition 5.9. Hi(Zd! H2 (A1 4
)) = Hi(Zd' Z EB Z)

Proof: It suffices to show Hi(Zp" 1 H2(A14 )) = Hi(Zp" 1 Z EB Z) for any prime pld.
If P and m are relatively prime thL'l is trivial since Hi(Zp'" A) = Hi(Zp! A) = O.
If pn divides m then Hodd(Zpn, H2 (A1)) = O. This easily follows by examining the
right hand side of the diagram. Then by examining the top row alone and recalling
that kH*(Zk,*) = 0 we see that H evw (Zp.. ,H2 (lvf)) = Zpn EBZp '" Suppose now
that gcd (m, pn) = pk with 1 ::; k ::; 11 - 1. Thcn in thc diagram abovc the far left
hand side vertieal map is zero whereas thc far right hand side one is thc projectioll.
Examining the right-hand side of the diagram ngain we get"Hodd(Zp"! H2 (lvf)) = O.
Now finish ftS before. 0

Notiee that now the eohomologieal triviality of P is evident and henee we 11fwe:

Proposition 5.10. H 2(A14 ) is isomorphie to Z EB Z EB P with P projective.

Actually P is stably free as one ean easily see and hence free as is always the
cnse for mod ulcs ovcr ZG.

Theorem 5.11. H 2 (Al'l) is 01 the IOf7n Z ffi Z EB Free.

Proof: \Ve show that P is stably frcc. This is equivalcnt to showing that P(9ZGIN
is a stably free ZG/N-module (cf. [L-\Vl]). Tensoring:

H2 (v) --- H 2 (A14
) -.. H 2 (M\ v)

with ZG IN results in:

Z/ ---t zl EB (P (9 ZGIN) ---t Zgcd(m,d) EB ZGIN d(b 2 -2) ---t 0

Sinee P (9 ZGIN is Z-torsion ffee the latter elearly implies tlmt: P (9 ZGIN;:
(ZGIN)d(b 2 -2) D

6. REALIZINC 2-POINTED HERMITIAN FORMS

In Section 1.4 we gave a translation of our embedding problem in terms of group
actions with a certain fixcd-point set. In SectiOll 1.5 we identified the ZG-module
structure of the second homology of such n.ctions. \Ve wish here to examine closely
the relationship between the algebra arising in the two incarnatiolls of the problem.
\Ve recall some terminology. Let Dd,u = (x4, {Al, A2 }) be a dyad 8.S in Section 1.4
and let (M4

, Zd) be its eorresponding group action. Let A!d : H2 (M4) x H2 (lv14 ) ~

Z be its intersection pairing. Define:

6.1. h(x, y) = E AM (x, gy)g E ZG
gEG
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for aU x, y E H z{Jyf4).
Then (H2 {A1 4 ), h) is a hermitian ZG-module with respect to the obvious invo

lution of ZG. Since AM is ullimod 111m, h is easily Sl'Cn to be llon-siugulal' (i.e. the
adjoint h* is bijective). \Ve have seen in the previous Secti011 timt for fl. suitable
choice of basis H2 {A1 4 ) ~ Z EB Z EB P with P ZG-frcc. For a suitable choice of basis
for H2 {X 4 ) 9! Z EB Z EB Po we havc:

6.2. 7i". =lzEBdEB((-)0zG Z)

where 7i"* : H2 {A14
) ----+ HZ{X4

) is indueed by thc projection map. By means of
geometrie eonsiderations we ean easily see tImt:

Remark 6.4. The discllssion above can be carried through for the 2-pointed hermi
tian form (H2 {A1 4

), h, [A1G J). Notice that the embedding of 7i" .. {H2 {M4 ), h, [/dG ])

in (Hz (X 4
), A, {o I, 02}) completely determines (by 6.2) the latter up to isomor-

phism. Also notice that [MG) = {al, az} and a1 = (I, 0; 0), az = (Ul' -ur~~; N) E
H 2 {M4 )= Z EB Z EB P.

One can check that after suitable ehoices of basis thc eommutative diagram of
ZG-modules below

H 2{v{JvfG)) - Hz (JvI4 ) ---- H 2 (lvI4
, v{MG))

I I I
H 2 {v). • H 2 {X 4 ) •• Hz (x4, v)

is generated by:

(
-"I~'''1/d )

Z...,;.·---..-. Z EB ZG-----u (Z EB ZG)/e

l z (: "" "'~ /d •. (

c( ) ')
Z-'(--). ZEfjZ

-"1"1"1/,/

d (

1

u

"1"~ /,1

where e = (-u1 Q -i/d, N), byadding

Z(b"1{X"")-3) -----=-1-...... Z(b"l{X 4 )-3)

to the right-hand side square and,
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to the left-hand side one.
\Ve now turn to one of the central ingredient of the proof of our main theorem.

\Ve need some definitions first. Let A = (Z EB Z EB P, h, {x, y}) be a 2-pointed

hermitian module. Let H (ZG') = (ZG' , EIl. (~ ~), {O, O}) For two such mod

ules Ai we say that they are stably equivalent if for some s,r integers we have:
At EB H(ZG~) ~ A 2 EB H(ZG~). A module A fLS above is said to be realizable (resp.
stably relllizable) if there exists (A1 4 , Zd) such tImt A = (H2(NI4 ), h, [A1G J) (rcsp.
A EB H(ZG3) = (H2 (JvI4 ) , h, [!llG J)). \Ve are now, in analogy to [L-\Vl], ready to
state:

Theorem 6.5. A 2-pointed module (Z EB Z EB P, h, {x, y}) is realizable iJJ it is stably
realizable.

The proof is easy, (one utilizes Freedman's Disk theorem with 1TI = Zd) and it.
is the same as in [L-\Vl]. One only needs to show timt stably realizable implies
realizable. Suppose A = (Z EB Z ffi P, h, {x, y}) is stably realizable. This means t.hat
for some positive integer s there exists a cyclic group action (111 4

, Zd) such that:
A EB H(ZG~) ~ (H2 (JvI 4 ), h, [JvIGJ). The s orthogonal ZG-hyperbolic summands
form a subspace of H2 (!l1 - A1G ). Now apply ([F-QJ, p. 85, Theorem 5.1A) to
NIjG - JvIG jG with 1TI(1tljG - MG jG) = Zd. So one gets that MjG is home
omorphie to y4 # ~ 82 X 82 . Then (A1 4 , G) is easily seen to be homeomorphic to
(y4, G)# ~ (G X 8 2 X 8 2

l G) where y4 is the d-fold branched cover of y4. Thc latter
homeomorphism then induces fl diagonal ZG-isomorphism on seeond homology.

7. SPLITTING 2-POINTED HERt-.11TIAN FORMS

\Ve present n splitting theorem nbout hermitinn forms over ZG whose Ullder
Iying module is of the form zn EB P with P a ZG- projectivc module. Thc proof
relies on [L-\\'2] as weil as on [R-K] whcre a splitting theorem is provon whon the
underlying module is projective. The authors in [R-K] (Remark 3.9) remark that
their proof ean be adapted to work for modules of the kind we eonsider here. We
focus and follow [Ir- \\'2] arranging things as follows. A eareful reading of thc proof
of theorem 6.1 of [L-W2] revcals a proof of 7.9 bclow. (This statement over ZG jN
can bc used to reorganize the proof of their theorem). It then allows us to stnte
theorem 7.21 (which includes their 6.1) under looser, in principle, conditions (all of
them preseIlt in their proof however). Although it is possible to state our theorem
in exaet (l.nalogy to theirs, something which tailors it better for the topologieal
applieation, we prefer to restato things taking advantage of 7.9 thus making the
algebra) at least eonceptually more approachable fl.S weIl as achieving what seems
to be a more general purely algebraie statemcnt. \Ve do cverythillg below without
mention of the two points since by Remark 6.4 the application of the results to the
2-pointed ease is entirely obvious.
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\Ve llOW prescllt a few facts that are either cOlltaiucd in the literature 01' are
easy to see. Let Iv! be a ZG-module. Define A1G = {x E 11.1 : (g - l)x = O}
nnd A1 N = {x E lvf : Nx = O} Notice tbe inclusions I M ~ MN und N M ~ MG
with equality holding iff lv! is projective. Obviously A = A11lvfN is a module over
Ao = ZGII = Z and B = MIMG is a module over Al = ZGIN. Both A and Bare
easHy seen to be Z -torsion free. Define C = A1I (A1G + Iv! N); it is easHy seen to be a
module over Ad = ZGI -< N,g-l r-. Obviously Ad = Zd. For a projective module
P notice that PlpN = PIIP ';E P0zGZ and PlpG = PINP ~ P0ZG(ZGIN). lf
/V! = znGJp then: A = znGJPIp N ~ ZnEB(P0zeZ) B = PI pG ';E P0ZG(ZGIN),
C = PI(pG + pN) ~ P 0{ZG) Zd. AB in [8w]:

zn EBP-B

! !
A-C,

is both a pull-back as weH as a push-mIt. As in [H-R] (zn ED P, h) can be obtf\ined
as a pull-back in this manner:

where (PlI hd is a non-singular Al-module, (zn ED Po, ho) is a nOll-degeneratc Ao
module anel (Pd, hd) is a non- singular Ad-module. The following is then elear
categoricaHy:

Lemma 7.1. Let P be a ZG-projective module and (zn ED P, h) oe a non- singular
hermitian ZG-module. Suppose there exist splittings <Po over Z, <PI over Al and an
isometry 'fjJd satisfying 7.5 below:

7.2.

7.3.

7.4.

7.5.

1Jo : (zn EB Po, ho) ~ (zn ED P~, h~) EB H(Z&)

1JI : (PI, hd ';E (P~, h't) EB H(AO,

Then there exist isometries T and / over Z satisfying 7.8 below:

7.6.

7.7.

7.8.
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A;/radA l -; Zd/radZd

is a split surjectioll. Thnt. is there is an isomorphisrn of rings with involutions:

Let r = TI Z[(n], (n = c~, bc the usual maximal order in Al 0zQ contnining
l<nld

Al' The involution on Al extends to the obvious involution on r. The following is
a puHback diagrnm of rings with involutions

A1-r

! !
~-f

where ~ = Al 0z Z, f = r ®z Z, and Z = rrZq is thc product of the q-adic
qld

integers. Thus by letting (Plf ,kIf) = (PI, kd 0A 1 r, (i\, hl ) = (Pt, hd 0z Z and

(1\f' hlr) = (PIf, kIr) 0z Z,

(PI, ht} - (Plf , hlr)

j j
(PI, h1) - (Plf ,h1r )

is a puHback diagram of hermitian modules. Hence to split A1- hyperbolics off
(Pll ht} oue needs to do so over rand A'; in a manner timt makes their indueed

splittings over f eompatible. Fr0 111 the general ring-theoretic discussion in [L-\\'2]
~ only quote what is minimally necessary for what follows to make sense. Sinee
Al and Zd are semiloeal rings, the natural projection induced by t.he augmentation
map:

A; /Tcu1A; ~ Zd/radZd X TI P j

j

with each Pj being either a finite field with involution or a product of two fielels

interchanged by the involution and Fj f; F2 , F2 X F2 . Also Zd/r'adZd = TIFq is
qld

a produet of prime fields with the trivial involution. Let. A = Zd x TI Pj . As
j

explailled in [L-\V2] there exists a map of Al-modules

..-. -+-
/l = e,; :PI -; Al /A l+

"I
...... "...,. ....--...+ ~

given by x --+ h l (x, x) for all x E PI' Al / Al+ is 0 or Z2 aceording as cl is odd or

even. Set J( = kCl'/l and let j : ]( -; PI be thc inclusion and hJ< the restriction
of hAI to ](. K is then just the maximal submodule of F\ on which hl is even
hermitian.

Tbc following lemma can !Je extracted from the proof of theorem 6.1 of [L-\V2J

Lemma 7.9. Let (PI, h l ) be a non-singular hermitian module over Al = Z[Gl/N.
Assume P l is a projective Al - module. Suppose that tlLere exist isometries cPdl ifJr
satisfying 7.12 below, where p : PI --f PI 01\1 Zd :
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7.10.

7.1L

7.12.
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cPd : (Pt, hd 0A 1 Zd ~ (Pdl hd ) ffi H(Z~)

cPr : (PI, hd 0A I r ~ (PU'l h l r) ffi H(r k )

]J-I(cPdl(H(Z~))) 0z Z ~ !(

Then there is a splitting 01 (K, hK) over A:

7.13.

Purthermore i/ W is the preimage 0/ rPA 1(BH(Ak)) via I< -4 I< 0 AI A and

hw = hK /VV then (W, hw ) has a unique quadratic refinement (W, [/]). In the case
d is even assume /urther that (IV, [/]) 0 A; F2 , (which is non-singular) has zero Ar/
invariant. Then th.ere erist 1/J, ed satis/ying 7.16 below:

7.14.

7.15.

7.16.

" k1/J : (PI, hd ~ (PI' hI ) ffi H(Aj)

()d : (P;, h~) 0A1 Zd ~ (Pd, hd )

Proof: \Ve sketch a proof as cssentially contained in [L-W2] referring the reader
there for the details. \Ve do nothing but adapt their proof suitably for our state
ment. We quote from thcir proof. Assumption 7.10 ineluces a splitting:

Assumption 7.11 provieles a splitting over r. Tensoring the latter over Z with Z
one gets a splitting over r:
7.17.

Next one consielcrs (PI, hd As ShOWIl in [L-W2J it suffices to show that there
exists a hermitian ~ -module (P; 1 h/

I ) anel a splitting

7.18.

such tImt:

7.19.

Assmnption 7.12 iInplies thnt therc exists an isometry over Zd:

7.20.
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such timt (j 0 Zd)4>j/ BH(Z~) = cP;;I BH(Z~). K ean bc seen to be a ~-free
module abstractly isomorphie to PA 1 '

Next one shows that there exists ft splitting for (K, hK ) 0 A; A.

This is done using 7.20 and the obvious isometry 7.17 over f. Clenrly (vV, hw ) 0 At
A = 4>AH (A k) in free and non-singular over A and hence so is (~V, hur) over Al.

-k
In fact (VV, hw ) ~ H(A 1 ). '1'0 see this observe that since W ~ ]( the form hw is

even hermitian so, by Corollary 5.2 of [L-\V2L (lV, hw) has a A1_ - quadratic

refinement (W, [I]) which is unique because ~_ = ~-. It sufficcs to show
-k

(vV, [I]) ~ QH(A1 ). By \Vall's lifting lemma [\V4], it suffices to show such an

isomorphism exists over ~/l'ad~. If F dellotes Olle of Fj or Fq with q ~ 3 then
F_ = F- and so (Hf, hw ) 0 At F ~ H(Fk ) iInplies (W, [I]) 0A'; F ~ QH(Fk ). In

-k
the case F = Fz assumption 7.13 does the trick. Therefore (lV, [1]) ~ QH(A 1 ) as
desired.
Since the map U(Hf, [J]) -t U((Hf, [/1) 0K; A) by [\V4] Thm. 2, there exists a

splitting

such that:

-koj/ BH(A I ) C8l-- A = 4>A- 1BH(Ak
)

Al

-- -- -kTherefore (p!q I hAI) contains the based hyperbolic submodule jQj/ BH(A 1 ). Hence
thera is a splitting:

...... ..-. ........ , ....... 1 .---.ka : (Pt, hd ~ (PI' hI ) ffi BH(A I )
-k --k

such that a- I BH(A I ) = jaKI BH(A I ) 0
The following easHy thcn follows from lemmas 7.1, 7.9 abovc:

Theorem 7.21. Let zn ffi P be a herrnitian ZG-module where. P is ZG-projective.
Suppose over Z and r there are splittings cPo and cPr satis/ying 7.24 below:

7.22.

7.23.

7.24.

<Po : (zn ffi Po, ho) ~ (zn ffi P~, h~) EB H(Zs),

cPr : (PI, hI ) 0A1 r ~ (Pr, hr ) EB H(r S
),

p-l(J) 0z Z ~ K

where J C (P1,hd0AIZd is tILe inverse image of cP"dI (H(ZJ)) ~ (Po,ho) 0z Zd
via the canonical isometry (PI, hd 0At Zd ~ (Po, ho) C8lz Zd and <Pd is the induced
/rom 7.22 isometry (cPo/Po) 0z Zd : (Po, ho)0z Zd ~ (P~, h~) C8lz Zd EB H(ZJ) Then
there is a splitting 0/ (I<, hK) over A:

7.25.
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Purthermon~ if W is tlLe preimage of <PAl(BH(Ak)) via K -+ K 0;; A und

hw = hK /~V then (~V, hH,) has a unique quadmtic refinement (~F, [I]). In the case
dis even assume further that nV, [I]) 0;; F2 , (which is non-singular) has zero Arf
invariant. I

Then there erist isometries T, / satisfying 7.28 below:

7.26.

7.27.

7.28.

T : (zn fB P, h) ~ (zn EB p', h') EB H(ZG&)

T' : (zn EB p', h') 0ZG Z ~ (zn EB p~, h~),

cPo = (/ EB IH{Z~)) 0 (T 0 Z)

Proof: The induced isometry cPd together with assumptions 7.23 Emd 7.24 imply
7.25. This is cnsily seen using lemma 7.9 above. Thc assumptioll over F2 implies
7.14,7.15,7.16. Assumptions 7.22 and 7.14 provide splittings over Z and Al which
via 7.IG are compatible over Zd. Now apply 7.1. QED D

8. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM

\Ve are now ready to prove the main theorem. \Ve will need the following lemma:

Lemma 8.1. Let x E H 2 (A14 ). Then h(x, x) E ZG+ ijj 7f.(x) . 7f.(x) :::;::: 0 111,00 2
and, when d is even, 1'l".~CtI ;::: 1f'~'O:2 17wd 2.

Proof: Recall that h(x,y) = 2:AM(X,gy)g E ZG für all x,y E H 2(A14
) and

gEG

that G flets on H 2 (/J.t1 4
) ns an isometry with respect to AM. Hence AM(X, gx) =

AM(X,g-IX). Therefore h(x,x) E ZG+ Hf AM(X,gX) ;::: 0 (mod 2) for all g E G

such tlH\t g2 = 1. On the other hand: A(7f.X,7r.x) = AM(X,Nx) == LAM(X,gx)
9 2 =1

(mod 2). Hence A(7r.X,7r.:Z;) ;::: AM(X,X) (mod 2) iE d is odd, alld A(7r.X,7r.x) ==
A/\f(X, x) + AM (x, gd/2x) (mod 2) iE d is even, where g E G is a generator. This
ensily finishes the proof if cl is odd. For the cnse cl is even noticc timt since thc
action of G Oll /J.tJ4 is semifrce

AM(X, [MG]) == AM(:C,gd/2X ) (mod 2)

Hellce A(7r.X,1l'.x) ;::: A!If(x,gd/2X) (mocl 2). Observing that dAM(x, [iVfG]) =
AM(X, N[MGJ) = A(7r.X, 0'1 + 0'2) fillishc..q tbc lcmma. 0

Für thc convenience of the reader we restate the nmin theorem.

Theorem 8.2. Let O'i E H2 (X 4 ) i=l,2 oe two primitive classes which satisfy alt
the obvious conditions. Let d be as in 3.2. Then the following is a necessary
and suJJicient condition for disjointly representing thern oy simple locally jiat
embeddings of spheres:

8.3. U2(X 4
) 2 ll1ax 10'(X4

) - _~ (l(d -l)O'i + I(d - 7))a~)1 + 2
lSI~d-l u-

where I = (0'1 . O';)l mod d mull :S 7:S d - 1.

Proof: The lleccssity of thc obvious conclitions of course is trivial. The necessity
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of 8.3 is proven in theorem 3.7. \Ve now turn to the sllfficiency oE thc conditions.
Supposc that O'i E Hz (X 4 ) i=I,2 are two primitive, lineari)' independent classcs
which satisfy the obvious topological conditions as well as 8.3. (Recall timt the
topological obviollS conditions state that 0'1,0'2,0'1 ± 0'2 are aB individually topa
logicaBy S2-reprcsentable and that 0'1 . 0'2 = 0). As in seetion 1.2 use tbe obvious
conditions to solve the problem stably Le. for 80me positive integer s there exists a
simply embcdded pair of topological locally flat spheres Ai t......+ X s = X #sS2 X 8 2

such that:

[Ai] = ai ffi 0 E H2 (XIJ ) = H2 (X) ffi.., H2 (S2 X S2)

with 11'"1 (X s - v(A t U A2)) = Zd, das calclliated in 3.2. What follows is a process of
distabilizing so to speak. Let /vIs be the corresponding d-fold remified cover over X s

branclled along the pair of embedded sphercs. \Ve use the notation of section 1.7.
Let (Z2 83P, h, {al, a2}) = (H2(A1s ), hlJ , [A1f]) where P is ZG- Eree (cf. section 1.5)
Then (Z2 ffi Po, ho, {al <8> Z, a2 <8> Z}) embeds in (H2(X..,), A, {O'Il 0'2}) in a fashion
described in section 1.6 and relllark 6.4. Hence there exists a splitting over the
integers:

where Z2 EB P~ embeds in H2(X) in the same fashion ns Z2 EB Po in H2 (X..,)
and h~ is the restrietion of A Oll thc image of that embedding. A splitting of
(PI, h 1, 0) 0!\t r,

8.5.

is obtainecl by means of 8.3. '1'0 see this observe timt (E = Z2 €B P, h) 0z C
decomposes over CG into the orthogonal direct SUHl of (EI, hl ) (cf. section 1.3)
where EI is the subspace of (Z2 EB P) <8>z C on which the generator of G = Zd acts
ns multiplicntion by c~. (In scction 1.3 EI were clefined to be tbe eigenspace of
the lth power of the generator of G). Let T be tbe kernel of:

Lemma 8.1 above implies trivially that the restrietion of hs on T is evell hermitian.
One can check, llsing the latter, that (see 7.21):

as well as tImt the candition of theorem 7.21 over F2 when d is evell is satisfied.
Hence by 7.21 there exist isometries:

8.6.

8.7.

such timt:

8.8.
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As explninecl in section 1.6 tbis enables us to sllrger tbe ZG byperbolic Sllm
mancls of H2 (A18 ) producl'd by 8.6 cqllivariantly thus procluSill& (H2 (A1), Zd) with
the corresponding 2-pointed hennitian form given by (Z2 E9P ,h , {b 11 b2 }). Passing
to Ud jG, A1G jG) we get f\ manifold with a pair of simply embedded sphen~. Ey
8.7 above and 6.4 the 2-pointed forms of (X 4

l Al, A 2) and (N! j G, A1G j G) are iso
morphie. Since A1/G and X obviously havc the same Kirby- SicbenlIlunn invariant
this isomorphism of 2-pointed forms can be realized by a homeomorphism. This
follows by Freedman and a correction in [C-H] (Evcry isometry of the intcrscction
form of a 4-manifold is realizable by a homeomorphism.) QED 0
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